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If G is a finite group of characteristic 2 type, 0 2{G) = 1, and M a maximal 
2-local subgroup of G then there are two possibilities. There is a maximal 
abelian normal subgroup B of M such that B is a TJ-set in G or there is no 
such group. In the former case the structure of M is known by [8] and [6]. 
Starting with these informations it should be possible to determine the structure 
of G. 
But there are finite simple groups, Sp2n(2m), Film), 2F4(2m), 2F4(2)', such 
that there is no maximal 2-local subgroup in G containing a maximal abelian 
normal subgroup B such that B is a TJ-set in G. By [8] this is always true if 
the class of 0 2(M) is at least 3. Thus the most interesting groups are F4(2m) 
and 2F4(2)' because of the fact that there are no maximal 2-local subgroups M 
in G with cl(02(M)) ~ 2. The purpose of this paper is to classify 2Fi2)' by 
the structure of 0 2(M) for a maximal 2-local subgroup M. We study the fol-
lowing situation: 
M is a maximal2-local subgroup in G, 0 2(G) = I, Q = 0 2{M) = 
F*(M). I Q I = 2~n+I, for some n, I Z(Q)I = 2, Q' = Z2(Q) is 
elementary abelian of order 2n+1, Q/Q' is elementary abelian and (X) 
Q = Q1(Q). At last we have for all x E Q - Z2(Q), x2 = 1, that 
C 0 (x) = Cz2(o)(x)(x). 
Notice that the structure of Q is very close to an extraspecial group. Then we 
shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose (X) and G of characteristic 2 type. Then G is isomorphic 
to 2F4(2)', the Tits simple group. 
The assumption G of characteristic 2 type is only used to get, with similar 
arguments as in Aschbacher's paper on extraspecial generalized Fitting groups 
[1], agE G such that Z(Q) # Z(Q)0 ~ Z2(Q) and (Q, Q0)/02(<Q, Q0)) ~ £ 3 • 
Now an easy argument yields involutions in M/Q satisfying the assumptions 
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of [3]. Then a case by case analysis yields how M looks like. Finally we can 
quote [5]. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. Set V = Z2(Q). Then we have Cc(V) = V. Further there is a 
g E G such that 1 =1= V n vu =1= V. 
Proof. Let x E Cc( V). Then x E M because of the maximality of M. As 
I Z(Q)I = 2 and I VI = 2n+1 we have C0 (V) = V. Hence [x, Q] < V. As 
V = @(Q) we get x E C 0 (V) = V. 
Assume V to be a TJ-set in G. Then by [9; Cor. B] (VG) ~As, A7 , As, A 9 , 
M 22 , M 23 , M 24 , Ln(2m), Sz(2m) or U3(2m). Now G is transitive on V#. But 
Nc(V) = M = Cc(Z(Q)), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2. There is a g E G such that Z(Q) =!= Z(Q)Y C V. 
Proof. Assume Z(Q)G n V = {Z(Q)}. According to Lemma 1 choose g E G 
with 1 =I= v n vu =I= v and a E (V n VY)#. Then vg < Cc(a). Assume 
Cc(a) C M. Then [Vu, Z(Q)] = 1. By Lemma 1 we get Z(Q) < VU. But then 
we have the contradiction g E M. 
Let H be a subgroup of Cc(a) containing Q1 = C 0 (a) and minimal with 
respect to H 4:; M. Set W = (Z(Q)8 ). As G is of characteristic 2 type W is 
elementary abelian. Set K = C8 (W). Then 0 2(H/K) = 1. Assume V C K. 
Then [V, W] = 1. By Lemma 1 we get W < V. But then we have the contra-
diction H "( M. Thus VKjK #- 1. Let h be in H with VK n (VK)h!}:, K. 
Then (VKjK)h is contained in K 1 = C81K((VK/K)h n VK/K). As Q1K/K is 
contained in K 1 we get K 1 C MfK. Thus Vh C M. By Lemma 1 we get 
Z(Q) "( Vh and so Vh = V. Now we have proved that VK/K is a TJ-set in 
H/K which is weakly closed in C81K(VK/K). Application of [9; Cor. B] yields 
that K 2 = ((VKjK)8 ) is of order 2u, u odd, or a central extension of a group 
of odd order with As , A7 , As , A 9 , M 22 , M23 , M 24 , Ln(2m), U3(2m) or Sz(2m). 
Further HjK = K 2(Q1KjK). Hence there is only one maximal subgroup of 
HjK containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of HjK. Further [Q1 , V]KjK = 1. 
Now we get that K 2 is of order 2u or an extension of L2(2m), U3(2m) or Sz(2m). 
Assume that K 2 is not of order 2u. Let t E V- K then [W, t] < V n W. Thus 
[V, [W, t]] = 1. Further [Q1 , V n W] < Z(Q). This yields [Q1 , V n W] = 1 
for K2/Z(K2) ~ L2(2m), I V n W: Cvnw(Q1)1 <2m for K2/Z(K2) ~ Sz(2m) 
and I V n W: Cvnw(Q1)1 < 22m for K2/Z(K2) ~ U3(2"'). As I Q : Q1 I = 2 
and Cvnw(Q) = Z(Q) we get I Cvnw(Q1)1 < 4. Thus I V n WI < 4 for 
K2 ~ L2(2m), I V n WI < 2m+2 for K2 ~ Sz(2m) and I V n WI < 22m+2 for 
K2/Z(K2) ~ U3(2m). Now I(V, W(a)]/(a)l < 2, 2m+l, 22"'+1 respectively. By 
[I; (2.1 )] we get K2/Z(K2) ~ U3(2"'). 
Let y E Ql - K, y2 E Ql - K. Assume further w n Ql = w n v. Then 
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[y, W,y] ~ Z(Q). But then y 2 is a transvection on W. This contradicts [4]. 
So we have I W n Q: W n VI= 2. Then l[y2, WJI ~ 4. Now the structure 
of U3(2m) yields K 2/Z(K2) ~ U3(4) and J[V, WJI ~ 16. As M n H acts on 
[V, W] we get [V, W, Qd = 1. But then y 2 acts as a transvection. We get a 
contradiction as above. Thus we have proved Q1K/K = VKjK. But then 
V n W(a) = (Z(Q), a). This yields the same contradiction as above. 
Now we have I K 2 1 = 2u, u odd. First we show Q1K = VK again. Let 
y E Q1 , y2K = vK, (v, K) = VK. We have [W,y] C Q1 n W. Hence 
I [ W, y, y] I ~ 4. This yields I [ W, v] I ~ 4. The choice of H yields that 0( K 2) 
is a p-group for some prime p. Further Q1 acts irreducibly on O(K2)/ri>(O(K2)). 
If O(K2) is abelian the structure of GLi2) yields O(K2) ~ Z 5 or Z3 x Z3 • So 
assume O(K2) not to be abelian. Then Q1KjK centralizes every characteristic 
abelian subgroup of O(K2). By [7; (5.17)] we get cl(O(K2)) = 2. Further we 
have Cw(ri>(O(K2))) J [V, W]. But then (Q1KjK, K 2)/0(K2) ~ GLi2). This 
yields O(K2)/ri>(O(K2)) ~ Z3 X Z3 • So we have shown that exp(Q1K/K) = 2 
or O(K2)/ri>(O(K2)) ~ Z 5 or Z3 X Z3 and Q1K/K is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of D 8 • 
Assume first exp(Q1K/K) = 2. Then Q1KfK is elementary abelian. As Q1 
acts irreducibly on O(K2)/ri>(O(K2)) we get Q1K = VK. 
Assume now Q1K =I= VK. Then v cannot act as a transvection on W. Hence 
I W n Q1 : W n VI = 2. As I Q1KjVK I ~ 4, we get I Q1/V I ~ 8. Then 
I Q I= 27 or 29• As Cw(v) = W n V by Lemma I, we get I W: W n VI ~ 4. 
Assume I Q I = 29• Then I W(a)f(a)l ~ 25• Thus I HfK I = 23 • 32• Now we 
see by the action of H on W that Z(Q)" n V =I= Z(Q). So we have I Q I = 27, 
I W(a)j(a)l = 24 and I HjK I = 22 • 5. 
Now we look at M. As Q/Z(Q) is nonabelian M/Q ~ L2(7). Now application 
of [2] yields a contradiction. 
So we have Q1K = VK. Choose t E zH- {z}, (z) = Z(Q). Then [Q1 , t] C V 
and [V n K, t] =I. Hence I Q1 : C0 (t)l = 2. Now choose y E Q- Q1 , 1 
y2 = 1. If [y, t] E V then [Q1 , t] C V. But then t E Q1 and so I Q I = 25• But 
this is impossible. So we may assume yt = ys, s ¢'. V. As t2 = I we get st = s-1 . 
Further sY = s-1• This yields y EC(s2) and st =1= s. Now we have ([s, t]) = 
[t, V] ~ (s2, z). But then V n W = (z, a) yields s2 E (z, a). But then 
y E C 0 (a), a contradiction. Thus the lemma is proved. 
For what follows let g E G with Z(Q)g C V, Z(Q) =I= Z(Q)Y. 
LEMMA 3. We have (Q, Qg)/02((Q, QY)) ~ E3 • 
Proof. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CM(Z(Q)g) and T1 :::;; Cc(Z(Q)u), 
I T1 : T I = 2. Set (z) = Z(Q). Then zt = zzY for t E T1 - T. Hence 
z ,..._, zY ,..._, zzY in Nc(T). Then vg c T and so z E Cc(P) = VY by Lemma 1. 
Now z ,..._, zY ,..._, zzu in (Q, QY). Hence (Q, QY)/C<a.od (z, zY)) ~ .E3 • As 
C 0 .(z) C M we get C<o.o•>((z, zY)) = 0 2((Q, QY)). 
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By Lemma 3 we may assume g2 E CG( (z, z0 ) ). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose QY n v = V 0 n v. Then all involutions in V 0 Q/Q 
induce transvections on Q(V. Further I(Qu n M)Q/Q I ~ 2n-l. If I VaQ/Q I < 4, 
then VaQ/Q i'nduces transvecti'ons on Vf(z) corresponding to z 9 • 
Proof. As Q n vu = v n vu we have VUQ/Q ~ vu;(V n vu). Thus 
vo q;. Q. We have [C 0 (zu), Vo] ~ vu n Q = vu n V ~ V. Hence VuQ/Q induces 
transvections on Q(V. Assume I V 9 Q/Q I = 2. Then Cv(VY) = V n vo is of 
index two in V. As Qu n M centralizes [V, V 0 ] we get that vuQ/Q induces a 
transvection on Vf(z) corresponding to z 0 • Because of [QY n Q, vu n V] = 1 
we get I Q9 n Q I ~I VI· As I Qu n M I = 22n we get I(Q0 n M)Q/Q I~ 2n-1• 
LEMMA 5. SupposeQY n v > V 9 n v. Then I v: van vI= 4, I VYQ/Q I= 
2 and 2n-l ~ I(QY n M)Q/Q 1 ~ 2n-2• Let t be an involution in vu - Q. Then 
I[V/(z), t]l ~ 4 ~ I[QfV, t]l. 
Proof. Choose X E Q0 n v- vv. Then l[x, Qg n M]l ~ 2n-l. Hence 
I V n va I ~ 2n-l and so I V : V n vu I ~ 4. Further [t, V] ~ V n vu and 
so l[t, V/(z)]l ~ 4. As [C0 (zY), V0 ] ~ Q n Va we get l[t, Q/V]I ~ 4. Assume 
I v: v n vu I= 2. Then v~ QY, a contradiction. Thus I v: v n vu I= 4. 
Further I VYQ/Q I = 2. Now for y E Q n Qu- V we get [x, y] E (z). Hence 
I Q n Qa: Q n vu I~ 4. This yields I(Q0 n M)Q/Q I= I(Qu n M)l/1 Q n Q9 I~ 
22n(2n+2 = 2n-2. 
LEMMA 6. We have QY n V cfc vu n V. 
Proof. Assume Q0 n V = V 0 n V. Set M/Q = M and X= <(VY).M). 
Then X is generated by transvections on Q/V. Let Q1 , Q2 ~ Q/V such that 
[X, Q1] = 1 and X is irreducible on Q2/Q1 • Then (4] yields X(Cg(Q2) ~ 
Sp2m(2), SLrn(2), Q±(2m, 2), L'2m+l or L'2m+2 for some m. 
Now choose v E vu - Q and r E Cg( v). Then r acts on Q3 the preimage of 
C0 ;v(v). We have Z(Q3) = (z, z9). Now assume o(r) to be odd and 
[r, QY n M] = 1. Then [r, V n Vv] = 1. As r acts on vu and V n vu = Cv( Va) 
we get f = I by the (A X B)-lemma. Application of [10; (4.1.5)] yields 
X~ Sp2rn(2), Lrn(2), Q±(2m, 2), L'2m+l or L'2m+2 • 
....,....--,.--: 
Set X 1 = Cg(v). Then [X1 , Qv n M] ~ Qu n M n X. We have [C(X), 
QY n M] = I as Qu n M n C(X) <l C(X) and 0 2(C(X)) = 1. As above we 
get C(X) = 1 and so Qa n M ~ X Thus I Qa n M 1 = 22m-1, 2rn-1, 22m-1, 
2 or 8 respectively. By Lemma 4 we have I QY n M I ~ 2n-I. Now we get 
n =2m and X~ Sp(2m, 2) including Sp(4, 2), n = m and X~ Lm(2) or 
I Qu n M I = 22m-l and X~ Lm(2). In all cases we have I va I = 2. As 
Q = Q 1(Q), X is intransitive on (Q/V)#. Hence I QY n M I = 22m-l and 
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X"' Lm(2), 2m= n. By Lemma 4 flo induce a transvection on Vf<z). Now 
application of [II; (2.5)] yields Vf<z) = V1 f<z) E8 Cv!<z>(X), with the natural 
or dual Lm(2)-module V1f<z). As CVI<z>(Q0 n M) = <zu, z)f<z) we get 
v = vl and so n = m, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose n ;?: 5 and E(M) = F*(M). Then E(M) is not simple. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. By Lemma 6 and Lemma 5 we have I flu I = 2. 
Let t E vu- Q, then I[Vf<z), i]l :s;; 4 ;?: I[QjV, i]l. Further we have X= 
<{Vo)E<ii1>) = E(M) flo. Application of [3] yields X"' Lm(2), Sp2m(2), Q±(2m, 2), 
L'2m+2 , L'2rn+I , A2m+I , A2m+2 , S0±(2m, 2), GU(m, 2), SL(m, 4), U3(3), Sp(m, 4), 
Q±(m, 4), SU(m, 2) or Sp6{2). 
Assume first X"' Lm(2). If flu corresponds to a transvection of Lm(2) in the 
natural representation then 1 Qo n M n X I = 2, 2m-l or 22m-l respectively. 
In both of the latter cases Q0 n M C X. As n ;?: 5 we get Q0 n M n X =1= flu. 
Now by Lemma 5 we get 2m-l ;?: 2n-2 or 22m-l ;?: 2n-2 respectively. Assume 
the former. Then X"' Ln_1(2). Now the action of X on Vf<z> together with 
[11; (2.5)] yield l(t, Vf<z)]l = 4. But then m :s;; 3, a contradiction. Thus 
n =2m or 2m= n- 1. Then l[i, Vf<z>JI = 4. As (V, flu, Q0 n M] =I we 
get a contradiction. 
Now we know Cvl<z>(Qg n M) = (z0 , z)/(z). Then Cv!<z>(X) = 1 and 
Vf<z> involves only one nontrivial irreducible X-module. But as flu <l Cg(z9 ) 
we get a contradiction with [3]. Thus X'¥. Lm(2). 
Assume that flu induces a transvection on Q/V or Vf<z). By [4] we get 
X"' Sp2m(2), 0±(2m, 2), L'2m+2 or L'2m+l. As Qu n M C 0 2(Cg(flu)) we get 
X"' Sp2m{2) including Sp4{2). Further by Lemma 5 we have 2m = n or 
2m = n - 1. As Q = Q 1(Q) we get 2m = n - 1. Clearly the action of X on 
QfV yields a subgroup Q1 of Q such that Q1 = Q 1(Q1), I Q1 : VI = 4 and 
{Q1)' = <z). But this contradicts C 0 (x) = Cv(x)<x) for all involutions 
XEQ- V. 
Thus flu induces a transvection neither on Q/V nor on Vf<z). Assume that 
X induces two nontrivial irreducible modules on QfV or Vf<z). Then as above 
we get X"' Sp(2m, 2). But then 2m :s;; n - I. This is a contradiction. Hence 
X induces exactly one nontrivial irreducible module on Q/V and Vf<z). These 
modules are described in [3]. Now Qu n M C 0 2(CgwnM>(zU)). Further 
[V, flu, Qv n M] =I= I and flu <l Cg(z0). Now we get X"' A 5 , A6 , A7 or Ua(3). 
Assume X"' Ui3). Then I Q0 n M I :s;; 25• Hence n :s;; 7 by Lemma 5. 
As Q = Q 1(Q) we get that X cannot act transitively on (QfV)#. Thus n = 7 
and M"' G2(2). As CVI<z>CX) =I, we get [Vo, Vf<z)] :s;; V1 , where V1 is a 
6-dim. irreducible X-module. Thus all elements of [Vf<z), flo]# are conjugated 
in C2 {Vv). But then flu ~ Cg(zO) as I Cg( <z0 , z)f<z> )I = 25 · 3. Notice 
I flv I= 2. 
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Assume now X"'"' A7 • Then M ;'S E 7 • Hence I Q9 n M I ::S; 8. Now n ::S; 5. 
Then Cg(z9 ) "'"'L2(7), a contradiction. 
Assume X"'"' A 6 • Then n ::S; 5. We have that X is intransitive on (Q/V)#. 
Hence n = 5. As Cv;<z>(X) = 1 we get I C 01v(X)I = 2. But then we get a 
subgroup Q1 of Q such that I Q1 : VI = 4, Q1 = Q 1(Q1) and (Q1)' = (z). 
But this contradicts C0 (x) = Cv(x)(x) for every x E Q- V, x2 = 1. 
Thus we have X"'"' A5 • Let R be an irreducible submodule of Vj(z). As 
flu <::J Cg(zY) we get that X is transitive on R#. As X is intransitive on (Q/V)# 
we get M"'"' E5 and n = 5. As CVI<z>(X) = 1 we get I C 01v(X)I = 2. But then 
Q = Q1(Q) yields a group Q1 , I Q1 : VI = 4, Q1 = Q1(Q1) and (Q1)' = (z). 
This is impossible. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose n ~ 5. Then O(M) =F 1. 
Proof. Assume O(M) = 1. By Lemma 7 we know that E(M) is nonsimple. 
Let v E V0 - Q and L1 , L 2 components of E(M) with L1 " = L 2 • Then 
C.c x.c (v) "'"'L1 . Further we have [C.c x.c (v), gv n M] ::S; QY n M n E(M) and 1 2 - 1 2 
L1 x L2 n 0 9 n M = 1 by Lemma 5. Thus [C.c x.c (v), Q0 n M, C.c xr (v)] = 1. 
......... 
1 2 1 2 
The three-subgroup-lemma yields [C.c x.c (v), Q9 n M] = 1. But then [Cr x.c (v), 1 2 1 2 
V] = 1, a contradiction. Thus [L, v] =L for every component£ ofE(M). 
As Cv(E(M)) = (z) there is a component L of E(M) and a subgroup R of 
Vf(z) such that R is a nontrivial irreducible £-module. As E(M) acts on R, 
E(M) = L X P with [ P, R] = 1. As l[v, Vf(z) ]I ::S; 4, we get that Pis a com-
ponent of E(M). As [v, Vf<z>JI ~ R, we get with [4] E(M) =L1 X L2 with 
Li< v) "'"' SP2m(2), 0±(2m, 2), Lm(2), E2,c+2 or E2,+1 . 
Assume <z0 , z)f<z) CR. Then PC CE(MJ(zY). But then we have the contra-
diction [v, P] = 1. Thus <z0 , z)/(z) (/;_ R. 
Now assume L(v) "'"'Lm(2) or Sp2m(2) =F Spi2). Then [L, Vf<z)] =FR. 
Set R1 = [L, Vf(z)] and R2 = CR,IR(L). Then [v, R2] = 1. Thus [R2 , P] = 1 
and [R1 , P] ::S; R. As [v, Vf<z)] C R1 , we get [P, V] = 1, a contradiction. 
Thus L(v) "'"' 0±(2m, 2), E 2m+2 , E2n"<+l • 
Now assume gun M ::S; NM'(L). Then [L, Vf<z>] (/;_ R, as (zY, z)j(z) (/;_ R. 
But then we get a contradiction as above. Thus there is an element x E QY n M 
with rx = P. Now CE(M)(z9) involves Sp(2m - 2, 2), A2rn ' A2m-l respectively. 
Assume 0 2(CE(MJ(zY)) = 1 then [CE(MJ(z9)(ool, gun M] = 1, a contradiction. 
Thus L(v)"'"' A 5 or A 6 • Thus M ;'S PTL2(9) ~ Z2 • As n ~ 8 we have 
I Q9 n M i ~ 26 by Lemma 5. As Q9 n Mf(v) is elementary abelian we have 
a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 9. We have n ::S; 4. 
Proof. Assume n ~ 5. By Lemma 8 we have O(M) =F 1. Let v E Vv - Q 
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and K = C0c~lv). Then Cg(zu) acts on Qu n M. Thus [CK(zY), Qu n M] = 1. 
The action of Qu n M on V yields Cg(zY) = 1. So I K I I 3. Assume I K I = 3. 
Then K acts fixpointfreely on [Vj(z), v]. As Cv(Qu n M)/(z) = (zu, z)/(z) 
we get Cv!<z>(K) = 1. Now the action of Qu n M on Vj(z) yields the contra-
diction n :::;; 4. 
So we have that O(M) is an abelian group inverted by v. But then there is an 
VIc Vf<z> such that [O(M), Vj(z)] :::;; VI' I vl I = 16. As Cvl<z>(O(M)) c 
(z, zY)/(z) we haven :::;; 4, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 10. We have G '"'"Fi2)' the Tits simple group. 
Proof. By Lemma 9 we have n :::;; 4. Assume n = 3. Then application of 
[2] yields a contradiction. Thus n = 4 and M ~ A8 . Further we know that M 
is intransitive on (Q/V)#. Assume O(M) = 1. Then E(M) '"'"L2(7) or A 5 • 
Thus M'"'" L2(7), A 5 or .E5 • If M'"'" A 5 or .E5 then CM(zu)'"'" A 4 , .E4 , .E3 or 
z2 X .Ea. Notice I QY n M I ? 4 and M is intransitive on (Vf<z))#. But 
QY n M <::] CM(zu) and vu <::] CM(zu), a contradiction. Thus M ,..._ L2(7). As 
zu E [V, v] and Cv!<z>(M) = 1, we get CM(zu)'"'" .E4 , a contradiction as above. 
Thus we have O(M) =!= 1. Assume 0 5(M) = 1. As I Qu n M I :d 4 we get 
I O(M)I = 9 and MjO(M) ;;:;; D8 • Thus there is an element p of order 3 in 
O(M) acting fixpointfreely on (Q/V)#. But then there is a subgroup QI of Q 
such that I Q1 : VI = 4, Q1 = .Q1(Q1), (Q1)' = (z). This contradicts C 0 (x) = 
Cv(x)(x) for all involutions x E Q- V. 
Thus we have 0 5{M) =!= 1. As M is intransitive on (Q/V)# we get M'"'" F 20 , 
a Frobenian group of order 20. But now we get the conclusion with [5). 
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